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Sprout’s relentless “searching” for the right                          

solution generated some serious returns 

The world’s most famous search engine company had ventured into the hardware space. In 

lightning fast time, the company had launched over 10 branded consumer products. Their goal was 

to increase adoption of their search engine and sell more ads to customers. 

But there were limited RMA data capture methods in place for over 30% of the company’s 

hardware portfolio. The result was a stockpile of consumer returns that were sitting in 

warehouses all over the world.  

 

 

DESIGN 

During our early engagement stage, the design phase, Sprout noted that many of these 

stockpiled returns were not powering on. Therefore, they could not be properly data wiped to 

be refurbished and ultimately resold into the secondary marketplace. To make matters worse, 

most products themselves were not designed for safe disposition. Nearly all batteries were 

tightly glued down, and LCMs were unable to be manually removed without shattering into 

pieces. 

 

BUILD                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
 

The road to building the right disposition solution was fraught with challenges, but Sprout didn’t 

give up easily. Neither did our customer. Through many iterations lasting nearly 6 months, we 

finally landed on a process that would satisfy the non-negotiable requirement to safeguard 

Personally Identifiable Information (PII), mitigate costs for a startup division expected to be self-

sufficient, and generate a big win for the environment.  
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Sprout would consolidate hundreds of thousands of devices, spanning from Poland to the USA, 

and do so with the highest transportation security infrastructure available. Each device would be 

tracked at the serial number, reconciled at each place the units were unsealed, and torn down by 

hand within one of Sprout’s facilities. 

On the back end, Sprout’s supply chain managers negotiated a one-year contract to supply an 

overseas OEM with white labeled LCMs for assembly into a new product: eCommerce enabled 

displays for the backseats of thousands of taxis. Every harvested LCM from these not-for-resale 

units would return to be used in a way that protected our customer’s brand while making available 

parts to build products that would have otherwise been prohibitively expensive to bring to 

market. 

 

LAUNCH 
 

Sprout utilized our web-based, real-time portal to provide transparency for every device, part, and 

component able to be harvested. Together with the customer, we turned a major environmental 

liability into a revenue-generating RMA stream.  

 

Says the company’s Head of Strategic Initiatives, “I highly recommend Sprout to anyone within my 

organization looking for customized end-of-lifecycle recycling solutions.” 

 

Our measurable impact: 

 

• 45% labor hour reduction to prep hardware for recycling 

• 77% cost avoidance for recycling 

• 275% total improvement to recycling program’s bottom line after year 1 

 


